
 
 
 

PURPOSE: To provide a response to vendor questions for the clarification and/or modification of 
project detail and specifications.  

 
1. Please provide textbooks sales information from the past few years including a 

breakdown of new, used, rental, digital, and inclusive access.  Due to a change in 
bookstore management and reporting requirements, a breakout of sales by commodity 
and/or condition is unavailable; however, the College can provide historical gross sales 
for the past three (3) years and current year-to-date (rounded to nearest thousand).  It 
should be noted the College expected a decline in sales and subsequent commission as 
a direct result of the COVID19 pandemic.  The College remains committed to providing 
the best cost and efficient textbook solution to faculty, staff and students that can 
utilize technology to its fullest potential and yield an advantageous relationship 
between the College and the Vendor. 

 
GROSS SALES [Contract Year 18]  $656,000.00 
GROSS SALES [Contract Year 19]  $539,000.00 
GROSS SALES [Contract Year 20]  $512,000.00 
GROSS SALES [Contract Year 21 – YTD] $280,000.00 
 

2. Please provide retail sales information from the past few years, including, but not 
limited to, apparel, supplies, merchandise, convenience items, etc.  Please see 
response to Question 1. 

 
3. What percentage of overall sales in the bookstore came from financial aid?  It is 

estimated that over ninety (90%) percent of sales are from financial aid and/or 
sponsored source of funding. 
 

4. Does the campus utilize a third-party financial aid service? (i.e. TrimData FA Link, Total 
Computing Solutions POS Connect)  No.  The College does not utilize a third-party 
financial aid service. 

 
5. Does the College have any direct agreements in place with publishers or other third-

party course material providers?  No.  The College does not have any direct agreements 
in place with publishers or other third-party course material providers. 
 

6. Is there an accessible loading dock that can be used for delivering shipments? Yes.  The 
College has an accessible loading dock that can be utilized for receiving bookstore 
deliveries. 
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7. Does MCTC have a Campus Card that can be used to purchase materials in the 
bookstore? If yes, what company do you use to manage it?  No.  The College does not 
have a Campus Card that can be used to purchase materials in the bookstore.  However, 
the College does transmit a file to the current Bookstore of available aid up to an 
authorized amount (credit limit) to spend in the Bookstore during the week before, 
week of, and week after the beginning of a term. 
 

8. Can you please provide a breakdown of annual historic bookstore sales including new, used, 
rentals, digital, merchandise, technology, etc.? What percentage of sales are Financial Aid?  
Please see the response to Questions 1, 2, and 3. 
 

9. Does MCTC currently have any Inclusive Access programs? Any details on your current or 
future-planned IA programs would be appreciated.  No.  The College does not currently have 
any Inclusive Access programs; however, was approached with the idea by our current 
Bookstore provider. 
 

10. Do you currently partner with area high schools? If yes, can you please provide a breakdown 
of the sales for those schools?  Yes.  The College partners with local area high schools; however, 
the cost of textbook is the responsibility of the student.  Textbooks sold to local area high school 
students are including in the gross sales as disclosed in Questions 1 and 2. 
 

11. Should MCTC select an Online Model, will MCTC still have a physical store on campus for non-
textbook goods such as merchandise and convenience store items?  Should the College select 
an Online Model, it is anticipated that the College will explore all available options to provide 
faculty, staff and students with a retail storefront for the purchase of non-textbook goods and 
convenience items. 
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